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About This Game

Ladies and Gentlemen, welcome to Destroy The World!

The only game in the world that will let you destroy it!
Lead your new best friend, Bam-Bam, to total world domination!

Destroy buildings, cars, trees! Use the destructive force of nuclear power plants to your advantage! Melt the ice caps! Kill all the
baby seals! Raise the ocean levels! Burn down the rain forest & destroy every cultural site in your way! Cause great oil spills and

disrupt threatened ecosystems!

But wait, there's more!

Gather your best friends on the same couch and Destroy The World together!

Start Destroying The World Now!

We will help replant some of the trees you mowed down!

Game-Features:

Fully destructible Levels
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Realistic Sound Effects

Driving Soundtrack

Up to 4-Player Local Coop

Political incorrectness

Subscribe for infos and updates about upcoming level-packs! It just started!

Happy Destroying!
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Nihad Nasupovic
Publisher:
none
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Poor controls.. The origins of the catgirls we all love, what the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 are you waiting for? Buy it already..
It has the Suter 500 mmx. Worth \u00a35 alone.
Best DLC for ride 2. as of february 2017.. I liked it. It's kinda slow. More of an art than a game kinda. I do think that if it was
more of an RPG or FPS it would be better? But for what it is it's okay.. Love these maps, too bad nobody play em becacase the
game isn't standalone yet and not enough people play... Highly challenging and addicting action game. Dodge roll, jump, double
jump your way around countless enemies while you fight them all off with your arsenal of weapons!. Amazing game! The only
problem that I have is that I can't find anyone playing "online with anyone." But besides that it is alot of fun. Only get the game
if you have a friend to play it with locally or online because the most fun comes out of the versus mode.. If you can overcome
the annoyance of having to delete all the damn screenshots that the jump button takes after quitting the game, then it's not all
that bad. At least you get to shoot people in the face.
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I enjoyed this game a lot and really do love these stories Love Space makes ^_^
Keep up the good work!
8.5/10. Save your time and money.

I love clickers, I love achievements, I love multiplayer, I love RNG stuff, and I love jumping straight in without tutorials (which
this has none). I think I'd have had more fun playing against a friend "flip a coin." There's no skill, there's no explanation to how
anything works, it's just frustrating.

DO NOT BOTHER.

I got it in a bundle otherwise I'd return it. Blech.. Good game overall.
Looks cute, pretty short, interesting concept.
Will say this, watch your health because items that regen it are limited, especially as you progress towards the end.
Purchased it while it was on sale so I would say it was worth the buy.

Disliked how you weren't able to change the keybind setup though. no just NO NO NO. I really liked this game! The story is
paced well and the scares are actually well done. 5.5!. It's just not fun in the current state.. I always liked books where you are
the hero when I was younger I read many. I did not expect much from this game, but i was pleasently surprised by the quality of
the tale in general, writhing, characters, plotlines etc. I found al that i loved from those books I used to read whithout the
intricate stats you had to keep track of, only the pleasure of reading a good story that I could influence. Can't wait to get another
one of those, but for now i'll just replay it... differently.
8\/10

Also worth mentionning that the other games related to this one are very good.

First Week of Destruction: 244 Trees Planted & Patch v1.0.1:
Destroy The World is making its way around the globe!
Tell your friends! Everyone can destroy the world!

With the help of its fellow destroyers, we already replanted 244 trees!
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